If a matrix .4 transforms a sequence {z"} into the sequence {<rn}, i.e., if crn= X^t'-i an.kZk, and if cr"-»z as w-»°o whenever zn->z, A is said to be regular. The well known necessary and sufficient conditions for A to be regular are1 (a) X^-i |g»,*| <M for every positive integer w>Wo, (b) limn^oo an,k = 0 for every fixed fe, (c) XXi a»j»«A»-»1 as w-»°o.
It is known2 that if a regular matrix sums a bounded divergent sequence, then it also sums some unbounded sequence. The converse is, however, false.3 It is consequently of interest to find sufficient conditions for a regular matrix to sum a bounded divergent sequence. Many authors have considered summability of bounded sequences.4 R. P. Agnew has given a simple sufficient condition that a regular matrix shall sum a bounded divergent sequence. He has proved5 that if A is a regular matrix such that lim",t,M On,t = 0, then some divergent sequences of O's and 1's are summable-^4. There are, however, very many simple regular matrices which do not satisfy this condition, but which are known to sum a bounded divergent sequence. For example, the matrix A obtained by replacing every third row of the Cesàro matrix (C, 1) by the corresponding row of the unit matrix, given by
sums the sequence {0, 2, 1, 0, 2, 1, 0, • • • } to the limit 1. This matrix does, however, satisfy the conditions which will be given in Theorem II.
I first show that I need consider only normal matrices, i.e., lower-[October semi-matrices with no zero element in the leading diagonal. A normal matrix has a unique right-hand reciprocal which is also normal, and which is also a left-hand reciprocal.6 If a matrix B is such that ||5|| = supn 2~Lk \°n.k\ = », then, by a method now classical, we can construct a null sequence whose 5-transform is unbounded. It is not, in general, possible to construct a null sequence whose 5-transform is bounded and divergent. This can be done, however, if B is normal and its columns form null sequences. This is the main result of this paper and its interest lies in its sufficiency that B~l=A shall sum a bounded divergent sequence.
The following theorem is due to A. Brudno.7 Brudno's proof, however, is somewhat complicated, and I give here a simpler proof.
Theorem I. If A is a general isquare) regular matrix, there exists a normal regular matrix A*, such that A and A* are mutually consistent* for bounded sequences.
Proof. Let fe"} be any null sequence with e">0 for each ». Since A is regular, by (a) we can choose a monotonie increasing sequence of positive integers {pn} (« = 1, 2, • • • ) such that DO X) I an,k | < «n for every ».
Let the matrix A * be given by
Leta" = Aizn) = 2~lt-x an,kzk, pn=A*izn) = JXi ß**z*-If pt^n<pt+i, ai-pn= 2~2ï-n+x ai,kZk + iai,n-a*n)zn. Hence, if {zn} isa bounded sequence for which |z"| ^ Af for every »,
7 A. Brudno [13] .
as/ ->oo, since w and / tend to oo together. Thus A(zn) and A*(zn) either both converge to the same limit, or neither converges, and A* is normal.
I now prove the main theorems.
Theorem II. In order that the regular normal matrix A shall sum a bounded divergent sequence it is sufficient that its unique two-sided reciprocal B shall not be regular, and that all the columns of B shall form bounded sequences.
Theorem III. In order that the regular normal matrix A shall sum a bounded divergent sequence it is sufficient that (a) its unique reciprocal B shall not be regular, and (b) there exists a normal matrix Q with ||(?|| < °°, whose columns are all null sequences, such that the matrix C = BQ has bounded columns and Bell-. If B is regular, {z"} converges whenever {o-n} converges, so that A sums only convergent sequences. If B is not regular, there exists a convergent sequence {o-n} such that {z"} is divergent. Thus, in order that A shall be stronger than convergence it is necessary and sufficient that B shall not be regular.
Since B and Q are normal, C -BQ is also normal, and hence AC = A(BQ) = (AB)Q = Q, so that, assuming condition (b), A transforms each column of C into a null sequence. Since A is regular, it follows that each column of C is either a divergent or a null sequence. If at least one column of C is divergent, the result is proved. There remains to be considered only the case in which all the columns of C form null sequences. Thus cn,k->0 as w-»oo for every fixed k, and if Mn= XX i I C*A , the sequence {Mn) is unbounded, by hypothesis, and therefore has a subsequence which tends to infinity. then ||(?|| =2P_1 and Q has zero column limits. Thus C = BQ = 2p(7+r/)_1, which has bounded columns, and ||C|| = ».
I am unable to prove that the conditions of Theorem III are also necessary.
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